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SELECTING PROJECTS FOR A CAPSTONE SPACECRAFT DESIGN COURSE FROM
RE4L WORLD SOLICITATIONS
David B. Spencer, Robert G. Melton, and Silvio G. Chianese

ABSTRACT
The first decision that goes into setting the tone for a senior capstone spacecraft design course is the choice
of the projects. There are several sources of ideas for design projects, including design competitions and topics set
by various technical committees. A new source of desigo ideas comes h m real world design projects. The National
Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration's Ofice of Space Scienceoriginally released an Announcement of Opportunity
in spring 2002 to solicit designs for a complete Mars mission. The Senior Capstone Spacecraft Design course in the
Department of Aerospace Engineering at The Pennsylvania State University paralleled this proposal process for the
spacecraft design projects for the 2002-2003 academic year. While the original announcement called for proposers
to detennine what kind of a flight mission they would conduct, eight specific, realistic flight missions were chosen
and assigned to the eight teams in the class. Many of the important aspects of the original project were duplicated;
however, a significant amount of material was deleted. This paper discusses the outcome of the year-long course,
compares some of the designs developed by the students to the designs chosen in the actual NASA mission design,
and draws conclusions about the advantages and disadvantages of selecting a project based fiom a real solicitation.
Selecting Projectsfor a Capstone Spacecraft -gn
Course from Real World Solicitions
When choosing a senior level capstone design
course, many faculty struggle to find projects that both
satis6 the goals of the course and provide realistic
challenges to motivate the students. According to Debelak
(1982)' Jakubowski (1994), Phillips (1991)' and Dutson
(1997), a design project must (1) be challenging, (2) have a
high likelihood of being completed m the time allotted, (3)
not be too specific that the studentscannot find background
material, (4) clearly show the connection with theory
learned in previous courses, and (5) must provide an
opporhmity to perform real design work. The last point m
giving the students an opportunity to work on a real-world
project is the theme of this paper. Thispaper discusses the
selection of senior design projects for the spacecraft design
course and outlines the Penn State's Mars Scout 2007
Design Project, a project based on a real spacecraftmission
design soIicitationfbm the National Aeronauticsand Space
Administration (NASA).
A year-long sequence of senior design courses has
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been taught at Penn State smce 1968. At the beginning of
each year, a new design project is chosen. Sources of
design projects in past years have included the AIAA
Student Design competition (2003) and Texas Space Grant
Consortium's Marsport (2003) competition. During the
2002-2003 academic year, a new source of design projects
was tapped. The design project was chosen to parallel a
real-world NASA mission design program. The Mars Scout
program (2003) is part of NASA's long-term Mars
explorationactivities, and it was decided by the authorsthat
the teams in the capstone design course would undertake a
modified design project that used the original Mars Scout
announcement for the general guidelines in undertaking
these projects. This paper discusses the outcome of this
course sequence, and compares some of the designs
developed by the students to the designs chosen in the real
NASA mission design, and draws conclusions about the
results of the projects.
Penn State's Mars Scout 2007
NASA's Office of Space Science (OSS) originally
released an Announcement of Opportunity (AO) in the
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spring 2002 to solicit reports for Mars Scout investigations.
The Mars Scout competition is designed to augment or
complement, but not duplicate, major missions being
planned as part of NASA's Mars Exploration Program or
those under development by foreign space agencies. The
selected Scout science mission must be ready for launch
before December 3 1,2007, with a total mission cost cap of
$325 million.
While the original A 0 called for individual
proposers to determine what kind of a flight mission they
would conduct, eight specific flight missions were chosen
and assigned to the eight teams in tpe class. Many of the
important aspects of the original A 0 were duplicated;

however, a significant amount of material was deleted.
The general goals of NASA's Mars Exploration
Program (MEP) and its relationship to the investigations
solicited through this Announcement of O p p o w t y (AO)
are described in Greeley (Ed., 200 1). A more expansive and
detailed discussion about the scientific goals and objectives
of the MEP is found in the National Research Council report
(2002). The overarching goal of this program is to
determine whether water currently exists or ever has existed
on Mars. Specific missions and individual mission
requhments are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Penn State Mars Scout Missions

Mission Platform

Team Name

The rover must operate for no less than six
months following the first data return

Long-lived rover
Long-distance rover

Specific Requirements

Team Prefontaine

The rover must be able to cover an area at
least 5 kilometers from the landing site
The helicopter must be able to cover an area
of at least 50 kilometers in radius

Helicopter

Airplane

Mars Airplane

No unique requirements

Glider

Mars Glider Design (MGD)

No unique requirements

Balloon

Hot Air

No unique requirements

Burrowing rover

Penelration

Must be able to burrow at least 2-m below the
Martian surface

Mars moon sample return

Nemesis

Must be able to return and retrieve a 1 kg
sample to either Low-Earth orbit or on the
Earth's surface.
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Ingredients of the Design Process
The design process that is employed in this class is
documented in Larson and Wertz 1999). Working in teams,
the students complete both a preliminary (fall semester) and
detailed design (spring semester). This process is inherently
'multidisciplinary, requiring the use of engineeringpractices
in such subjects as slructures, dynamics, electrical and
thermal systems, propulsion, controls, and information
systems. In addition to the technical design content, this
course seeksto enhance students' skills in verbal and written
communications and the team approach tq design, which is
widely used in industry and government.
Details of Projects
During the first semester of the 2002-2003
academicyear, there were 52 students divided among eight
projects (6-7 studentsheam). There were six students who
participated only in the fall semester (due to graduation in
December), so the students who were graduating in
December w&e spread out among six teams. This allowed
for a minimal disruption of the process during the second
semester. Additionally, a second, unrelated project was
offered in the spring semester, so the teams had an
oppoto either h
i
&their initial design or move on to
the second project. Two of the Mars missions were selfeliminated (the teams chose to disband and pursue other
missions), so the final semester included only six of the

original eight projects. A brief description of the initial
Mars projects is presented next.
Long-livedrover (Beny et al, 2003)
The selectionof the team name, Team Prefontahe,
was motivated by the theme of Steve Prefontaine (the first
major track athlete to wear Nike products). This fits well
with the theme of the requkment of a long-lived rover.
The rover was named "Air Triton", and has various features
that help with the long-life requirement. Some of these
features include four inflatable Kevlar wheels, designed to
travel about 2 km/hr and support a payload mass over 100
kg. The rover design will employ an independent
suspension system and a four-wheel drive system with one
electric motor located over each axle. The suspension
system and rover p l a t f i i will be constructed out of
compositesto ensure high-strength, low weight, low thermal
conduction, and some flexibility to prevent crack
development and structural failure. The rover will be
equipped with a restoring air pump to replenish air that
dissipates fmm the inflatable wheels during the duration of
the mission. For long life, the team decided that a
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) would be
used to supply power to the rover. They also chose various
instruments, and eliminatedseveralbecause they did not fall
within the objectives of the mission. A schematic of the
design is shown in Figure 1.

Figure I. Long-lived Rover (Berryet al, 2003)
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Long-range roves (dvanov gb al, 2002)
This system will consist of a lander and a semiautonomous rover that will travel at least five ki1omete1-s
from the lander. There was no requirement on how long this
wo.laldtake, so the team did not have to worry about speed
of the rover. The main concern here was to be able to
autonomously operate the rover, as it may no longer have
linesf-sight visibility fiom the lander. These vehicles will
land on the Martian surface and gather data using
temperature and pressure probes, cameras, and a thermal

emission spectrometer. The rover will power down all
vital systems at night in order to conserve power, and
recharge the batteries during the day using the solar (:ells.
The rover will be constructed of aluminum and reinfcvrrrerl
,.--stainless steel, and will utilize a six-wheeled chassis, with
six-wheel drive and four-point turning ability. A pictuIre of
the design is shown in Figure 2. This project selfelimiliated
after the first semester.
A.",.

Figure 2. Long Range Rover (Ivanov et al, 2002)
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Helicopter (Jones el a!, 2003)
Team Wop-Wop has designed a helicopter for exploration
of M m . The requirement for the mission is that the
helicopter will cover a distance of 50 h. After the
spacecraft has entered the Martian atmosphere and before
atrikiig the ground, the lander will be released from the
spacecrattfor entry and the remaining structure 4 1burn up
in the atmosphere. Once on the ground the helicopter d l

begin its mission of searching for evidence of water. Once
the helicopter is deployed, the lander will extend a
communications tower that will include an antenna to
communicatewith Earth, a second antenna to communicate
with the helicopter, and radar to track the location of the
helicopter. A generic design of this helicopter is shown in
Figuae 3.

Figure 3. Mars Tandem Rotor Helicopter (Jones et al, 2003)
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Aipbarae (CreIghan ed 01,2003)
The Mars Airplane Mission included inflatable wings,
along with rocket propulsion i n s a d of propellers. The
wings will be constructed out of a skeleton, which is
composed of several inflatablecompositetubes. Once in the
atmosphere, four retrorocket thrusters will slow the Mars
airplane capsule (MAC) to a speed suitable for a parachute
deployment. The wings will be inflated immediately upon
entry into the Martian atmosphere, using compressed

nitrogen as the inflating gas. The wings will be inflated
within a fraction of a second as the airplane descends
though the atmosphere towards the mrfhce. The idlafable
wings will also help slow the airplane down h m its
high velocity when it is ejected from the MAC. Once i
possible data and information are collected,the missioll WIII
thenbe terminated by crashing the airplane into the M
surf8ce. A drawing of the airplane is shown in Figun

Figure 4. Mars Airplane (Creighan et al, 2003)
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Glider (Bartlett et al, 2003)
The Mars Depioyable Glider (MGD) mission will send a
lander (MGD Lite) and a glider, MGD High Life, to toto
search for evidence of water. The glider will have a rigid
wing with a span of 1.8 meters, along with a tail to add
ilitv . 7%
--e large
" length to the fuselage and provide stabt-,
port
the
F.ing as
diameter section of th
:willsup.
ent necesSary to
,well as hold all instru
:!

complete the mission. This part of the fuselage is attached
to a smaller diameter section that connectsthe tail to the rest
of the glider. The glider will be lauuched f h m the sllrface
usmg a small rocket. The rocket will take the glider to an
altitude, the glider will deploy its wings,and the glider will
cruise around the region until it crashes. The overall
mission
is shown m Figure 5.

Figure 5. Mars Glider Design Mission Architecture martlett et al, 2003)
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Balloon (Campbell et al, 2082)
Team Hot Air has proposed using a buoyant balloon and
an orbiting satellite, as seen in Figuae 6. The overall system
includes the balloon, gondola and satellite. The gondola
will carry the scientific instruments and will provide added
protection fiom the atmosphere and an RTG. The RTG will
be placed at a suitficient distance f% om the inm a t s by
using a truss structure, and will alscD be used to warm the
carbon dioxide inside the balloon armI...I+UIUJ a~llzratelift. The

scientific instnunents being sent to Mars will all be housed
in the gondola of the balloon. These instruments are the
Thema1 Emission h a
stem, the: gamma1 ray
spectrometer, tbe Ma
adiation Enviro~
unent
Experiment, an onboard
eter, baro
~dthe
2K A VStar camera. The schematic of the balloon designed
by the students is shown in Figure 6. This project was
discontinued afker the h t semester.

n n,r

Hydrogen

Hydrogen tank

**
94er.I

"\
Truss

?&<

Gondola

Figure 6. Hot Air Balloon Design (Campbell et al, 2002)
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Bumwing rover (Bergeron et nl, 2003)
When first proposed, it was anticipated that the burrowing
rover would have some sort of drill and buwow down the
quired 2 meters in depth. Instead, Team Penetration chose
deploy several lance-like penetrators while the lander was
sachutingto the ground. These penetrators, similar to the

"bunker buster" bombs developed by the military, would be
driven into the ground by their kinetic energy from their free
fall, and telemeter information back to the lander h m
sensors located on the penemtors. A mission architecture
drawing is shown in Figure 7.

Mission Architecture

Figure 7. Mission Architecture for Penetration Probes (Bergeron et al, 2003)
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Mam moon sample return (Garland et al, 2003)
The purpose of this mission, as stated in the
Anno~numentof Oppomity, is to pursue the goal of
"following the water" on Mars in search for signs of life.
Little is known about the moons of Mars: Phobos and
Deimos. By studying the composition of Mars'moons it is
possible to determine more about the origin of Mars and its

composition. The team selected Phobos as the target for the
sample retum, and the phase of the mission showing the
proximity operationsofthe qmxaaft is presented in Figure
8. The primary objective of the Mars Moon Sample Return
Mission is to collect a one-kilogram regolith sample from
Phobos and return it to low Earth Orbit for scientific
investigation.

Phobos Lander Deployment, Descent, Ascent Phases

OrbheruserRabrMappingto
ddamine an optimal landing
site for the Sample-Extraction

Lander.

.

PHASE 1

1

Lander is deployed and
descends to the radar-marked
landing site.The Orbma
remaius m orbit above Phobos

Sample-Rctnm S p a c e d
detaches Eom lander cage and
ascends to rendezvousw& the

Orbiter.

I

PHASE 3

I

Figure 8. Mars Moon Sample Return Mission Architecture (Garland et al, 2003)
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COMPARISONS WITH REAL MARS SCOUT
SELECTIONS
In December 2002, NASA selected several
preliminary proposals to advance into the detailed design
phase. Of the four missions selected by NASA to move into
the Phase A study, the only one that paralleled one of the
projects was the Mars airplane. The Aerial Regional-scale
Environmental Survey (ARES) proposal is centered on a
NASA Langley aircraft that would fly above Mars returning
unique science knowledge about the Mars atmosphere,
ce,interior and early climate(NASA Langley Research
x, 2002). The detailed mission-concept studies were
aue rn July 2003, and a final selection for full development
of thle first Mars Scout mission was made in early August
2003. NASA ultimately selected the Phoenix Mars Lander
m
Ltrnuenix
Mars Lander, 2003) as the 2007 Mars Scout
Mission.
While cost was not constrained for the student
projects, the real Mars Scout mission was c o s t + q p d at
S325M. The students were asked to estimate costs of their
systems using NASA's Spacecrafwehicle Level Cost
x%lel (Cost Model, 2003). Generally, their cost estimates
1 50%-1000h above the imposed cost-cap. However,
,~ch of this can be attniuted to the open-ended design
options that were left to the students (for example, using an
RTG was not ruled out), and the fact that these cost models
only provide a rough order-of-magnitude estimate.
!3TUDENT COMMENTS
As part ofthe instructor's feedback, the students in

the course were provided with an opportunity to provide
written comments on everything related to the course.
Overall, the comments were very positive about the
selection of the Mars missions as the projects in the course.
The students really liked the opportunity to feel like they
were working on a real project. When asked what they liked
most about the course, students' responses included:
"The creativeness of each group's projects"
"The real life aspect of the projects" .
"The projects were based on a real NASA mission"
"Content was excellent and strongly related to real
world applicationsy'
CONCLUSIONS
Incorporatingthese types of missions into a course
curriculum has many benefits. The students benefit
tremendously by feeling like they are working on is a real
mission. They also benefit by being better prepared to enter
the workforce and participate on a team developing either a
real mission or a real proposal.
Organizations such as NASA can possibly benefit
should one or more of the teams generate some very
innovative ideas - m this year's design projects, for
example, the idea of usmg lance-like penetrators to burrow
down into the surface of Mars was an unpredicted outcome,
and a very inventive way of accomplishing the objectives.
They also benefit by having graduating students (new
employees) who are M a r with the design p m m s and
can contribute immediately to a real mission design. .)
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